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Abstract
We present a suite of measurement and simulation tools

for studying the behavior of non-rechargeable Li-coin cells.
These tools will lead to improvements in the design and eval-
uation of battery-dependent embedded wireless systems.

1 Introduction
Achieving long (even multi-year) network lifetimes is es-

sential for the successful deployment of battery-dependent
embedded wireless systems. Most of the large body of
work addressing this problem focuses on minimizing the to-
tal power consumption, which is generally equated with re-
ducing the radio duty cycle and other device activity.

The battery is treated as a simple store of charge (mAh)
that is depleted as the device draws i(t) current over t time.
This linear model is implicit in both testbed experiments and
simulations: In most cases, a sequence of device states is ei-
ther recorded on the device or generated by a simulator. The
battery lifetime is estimated by deducting the charge con-
sumed in each state (based on current values given in hard-
ware documentation) from the initial charge capacity, until it
reaches zero. Alternatively, the lifetime is estimated based
on direct measurements of current consumption over some
short, presumably representative, interval.

In reality, a battery is a complex electrochemical system,
with highly non-linear discharge behaviors. Key properties
[6] include the rate-capacity effect (low current loads dis-
charge the battery more efficiently), charge recovery (inter-
mittent loads discharge the battery more efficiently than con-
tinuous ones), and state-of-charge (SoC) dependence (the
same load will have a greater impact on a battery at lower
SoC). Other important factors include temperature depen-
dence (low temperatures reduce efficiency) and manufactur-
ing variation among nominally identical batteries. Moreover,
a device actually fails when its battery’s electrochemical re-

Figure 1. Measurement hardware.

actions can no longer provide it with the required input volt-
age in response to an applied load.

A better understanding of battery discharge processes is
therefore needed to address three problems:
• Design and evaluation of hardware and software. Sys-

tems can use the available battery capacity more effi-
ciently, if battery properties are taken into account.

• On-line SoC estimation. Devices must be able to accu-
rately estimate their own SoC in order to provide status
information to the user. SoC data is also needed for load
balancing mechanisms, such as battery-aware routing.

• Dimensioning. Given some assumptions about the an-
ticipated load and operating environment, how large a
battery is needed to achieve the desired lifetime?

This abstract describes our battery testbed and imple-
mentation of the hybrid KiBaM battery model for the OM-
NeT++/INET network simulator. We highlight how we have
built on our earlier work ([1], [2], [7]) to create an integrated
environment, where measurement and simulation tools con-
tribute to each other and enable new approaches for improv-
ing the performance and predictability of battery-dependent
systems. Our work focuses on cheap, non-rechargeable Li-
coin cells, which are frequently used in small embedded de-
vices, as well as for personal- and body-area networks.

2 Battery testbed
We have developed a low-cost custom testbed [2] that al-

lows us to perform controlled battery discharge experiments
on Li-coin cells (CR2032). The test hardware (Figure 1) ap-
plies a resistive load (any combination of the four attached
resistors) to each of eight batteries and collects output volt-
age measurements at three instants before and during the
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Figure 2. A synthetic IEEE 802.15.4 packet transmission.

load. Each load consists of up to ten segments, whose du-
ration can be specified with a granularity of 200µs. The on-
board processor (ATmega16U4-AU) controls the fine grain
timing of the load and voltage measurements. A control pro-
gram running on a RaspberryPi sends load commands to the
card and collects the output data.

The control program combines these basic loads to cre-
ate realistic experiments. For example, loads can be derived
from simulation traces or changed dynamically in response
to changes in the observed battery voltage. Figure 2 shows
a simple synthetic IEEE 802.15.4 transmission, where the
duration of the first load segment is randomly generated to
reflect the CSMA backoff that precedes each transmission.

Using programmatically generated loads, rather than ac-
tual wireless devices, to drain the batteries has two advan-
tages. One, the loads are completely controlled – something
that would be impossible to achieve using a large set of de-
vices operating in a shared environment over the full lifetime
of their batteries. Two, the testbed is highly scalable, sup-
porting up to 17 concurrent experiments1 and 136 batteries.
3 Battery modeling in OMNeT++/INET

We have also implemented an existing analytic battery
model, Hybrid KiBaM [3]. The model takes a sequence of
current values as input and provides both the SoC and battery
voltage as outputs. The SoC model is based on the Kinetic
Battery (KiBaM) model [4], a battery abstraction that cap-
tures some of the key behaviors described in Section 1, such
as the rate-capacity effect. The voltage model treats the bat-
tery as an RC-circuit, whose input voltage and RC time con-
stants depend on the SoC value. Both models are systems
of differential equations with closed form solutions, making
them fairly lightweight computationally. Because these are
analytic models, they must be parameterized based on mea-
surements of the specific batteries in question. Our experi-
ence with Hybrid KiBaM, including its parameterization for
the CR2032 Li-coin cell, is reported in [7].

The Hybrid KiBaM model has been incorporated into the
open source OMNeT++/INET network simulator [5], com-
plementing INET’s existing power consumption framework,
which provides a simple linear battery model. Implementa-
tion details and integration with INET’s IEEE 802.15.4 radio
model are reported in [1].
4 Workflow and use cases

Our testbed and simulations tools create an integrated en-
vironment that supports new research directions. To demon-
strate how these tools work together, we present results of

1Resources permitting, we are happy to run experiments using loads sug-
gested to us by collaborators.
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Figure 3. Measured and simulated output voltage (open
circuit and under load) for IEEE 802.15.4 transmissions.

a recent experiment: IEEE 802.15.4 packet transmissions
are simulated using the OMNeT++/INET network simulator,
modeling the battery using Hybrid KiBaM. The correspond-
ing testbed load is generated from synthetic packet transmis-
sions, as in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows how the battery output
voltage evolves in both the testbed and simulation.

More generally, the testbed allows us to systematically
characterize Li-coin cell discharge under a range of condi-
tions. For example, we have shown [2] that these batteries
can tolerate high loads (20mA) for short (<10ms) periods.
In fact, this is a quite efficient discharge pattern. Such re-
sults can be useful inputs for hardware and software design.

Furthermore, experiments that directly measure battery
lifetime in deployed networks are logistically hard. Our
testbed allows loads from device activity traces to be applied
to real batteries under controlled conditions. The testbed also
contributes to the design, parameterization, and testing of
battery models for use in simulation. Improving the accuracy
of these models is important for enabling the development of
functionality that depends heavily on battery behavior, such
as SoC estimation and battery-aware load balancing.
5 Conclusion

We have described our battery testbed and implementa-
tion of the Hybrid KiBaM battery model. We plan to demon-
strate the key features of these tools and discuss how they
can contribute to the development of longer lived, more pre-
dictable embedded wireless systems.
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